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Abstract
Since the concept of coverless information hiding was proposed, it has been greatly
developed due to its effectiveness of resisting the steganographic tools. Most existing
coverless image steganography (CIS) methods achieve excellent robustness under
non-geometric attacks. However, they do not perform well under some geometric
attacks. Towards this goal, a CIS algorithm based on DenseNet feature mapping is
proposed. Deep learning is introduced to extract high-dimensional CNN features
which are mapped into hash sequences. For the sender, a binary tree hash index is built
to accelerate index speed of searching hidden information and DenseNet hash
sequence, and then, all matched images are sent. For the receiver, the secret
information can be recovered successfully by calculating the DenseNet hash sequence
of the cover image. During the whole steganography process, the cover images remain
unchanged. Experimental results and analysis show that the proposed scheme has
better robust compared with the state-of-the-art methods under geometric attacks.

Keywords: Coverless image steganography, Deep learning, DenseNet convolutional
neural network, CNN features

1 Introduction
Information hiding is the most common way to protect secret information. Information
encryption is the earliest means of protecting secret information, and it is using computer
encryption to change the digital structure of load information in digital communication.
However, the encryption technology is easy to be detected, it cannot ensure confiden-
tiality of information, and the computational complexity is high. Therefore, researchers
began to use image steganography to realize the secret transmission of important infor-
mation, and it is mainly embedding the secret information into the carrier. It keeps the
maximum visual similarity between the carrier and the original object, so as to avoid the
abnormalities during transmission process. In the last few decades, many image steganog-
raphy approaches [1–8] have been proposed. However, most of them embed the hidden
secret information into the carrier to replace the hidden secret information in the pix-
els, which can be easily detected by steganographic analysis tools [9, 10]. Therefore,
how to hide information effectively without modifying the carrier is a breakthrough and
challenging point.
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To radically resist the steganographic analysis tools, Zhou et al. [11] firstly proposed
the concept of coverless in 2014. The “coverless” means that it can realize the trans-
mission of secret information without modifying the carrier, and it is the most essential
difference from traditional steganography which embeds secret information. Instead, the
hiding process is implemented by constructing a mapping relationship between the secret
information and an image or text. The first proposed concept of coverless information
hiding is based on text due to the text is the most frequently and widely used carrier. The
key point of coverless text steganography is to establish a mapping relationship between
text features and secret information, and it mainly includes feature-based word [12] and
frequency-based word [13]. Compared with the text, image contains more information.
In 2015, Zhou et al. proposed the coverless image steganography method [11], which
divided the image into several bolcks and generated the hash sequence generated through
robust hash algorithm. Subsequently, to enhance the robustness of the algorithm, Zheng
et al. [14] generated the hash sequence based on SIFT feature points. On this basis, Yuan
et al. [15] proposed a CIS method based on SIFT and bag-of-features (BOF), in which
robustness is further enhanced. Considering the carrier selection and robustness, Zhang
et al. [16] proposed a CIS method based on DCT and LDA topic classification. Inspired
by the Ref. [16], Liu et al. [17] use a preselection scheme based on DenseNet feature
selected images and robust hash sequence generated by DWT transform, which effec-
tively improves robustness and security. Then, Qin et al. [18] publish a survey of coverless
information hiding to summarize the existing methods of CIS. Meanwhile, Zhou et al.
[19] used a set of appropriate similar blocks of a given secret image as steganographic
images to transmit the hidden image. To improve the robustness and retrieval accuracy
of the Ref. [19], Luo et al. proposed a CIS method based on deep learning [20]. With the
continuous development of coverless information hiding, it has become a hotspot in the
field of information security and attractedmany interests. However, existing CISmethods
are hard to resist the content loss. At the same time, the spread of deep learning provides
us new ideas. The pre-trained deep CNN model can still keep the global features of the
image in a certain when image under geometric attacks. Therefore, the hash sequence
mapped through CNN feature can still be recovered when it is suffering from geometric
attacks.
Based on the above analysis, this paper proposed a CIS algorithm based on DenseNet

feature mapping, which aims to improve the robustness of secret information under geo-
metric attacks. This method introduces deep learning to capture the high-level semantic
features of cover images, so it can effectively overcome the shortcomings of the traditional
scheme. We summarize the main contributions of this work as follows:

1. We propose a novel hash mapping rules based on CNN feature, and it improves the
robustness against geometric attacks. Compared with other manual features, it is
more able to capture the global features of the image when losing some content.
Besides, we also do a series of experiments on existing network model and chose the
optimal network model (DenseNet).

2. An efficient binary tree hash index based on bitwise indexing is designed to speed up
the search of cover images for secret information.

3. Extensive experiments on four datasets demonstrate that the proposed method
better than the state-of-the-art CIS methods.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Preliminaries are introduced in
Section 2 and the details of proposed CIS algorithm based on DenseNet feature are
presented in Section 3. Experimental results and discussions are given in Section 4.
Section 5 concludes this paper, highlighting the main conclusions and future works.

2 Preliminaries
With the rapid development of deep learning, CNNs have made a great progress in many
fields of image processing. Compared with traditional image processing algorithms, it
needs a process of deep learning and efficient feature expression. Due to the explosive
growth of data, a large number of CNNs have been proposed in the past decade(AlexNet
[21], VGGNet [22], GoogLeNet [23], ResNet [24], and DenseNet [25]). CNNs have been
widely applied to steganalysis [26], image classification, and image recognition such as
CAPTCHA recognition [27, 28], food recognition [29], citrus diseases recognition [30],
and image retrieval [31–33]. Therefore, most existing deep learning networks in the field
of image processing either combine them or make improvements based on them. Among
them, ResNet is the most widely used in industry, while DenseNet has the best effect in
feature extraction.
The DenseNet’s proposal is to overcome the information in the network training pro-

cess may gradually disappear after repeating convolution. Therefore, it designed the
Dense block structure to solve this problem. The structure of DenseNet is shown in Fig. 1.
Each layer of the DenseNe receives the output of all the previous layers. For the tra-

ditional convolutional structure, the l layer has l connections. But for the DenseNet,
the l layer has l(l − 1)/2 connections. The input of the model is x0 and the nonlinear
transformation function of each layer is Hl(·), the input of lth is

xl = Hl
([
x0, x1, . . . , xl−1

])
(1)

where xl represents the input feature map from the output of previous layers. Because of
the excellent performance of DenseNet and the analysis of the experimental results, we
use pre-trained DenseNet model to extract features.

3 Methods
The process of secret information hiding and extraction is shown in Fig. 2. The frame-
work of the proposed approach is composed of three parts, which are implemented in
four steps: generation of hash sequence, construction of binary tree hash index, coverless
image steganography, and extraction of secret information. In our approach, the pre-
trained DenseNet model is firstly used to extract the features of the image database. For
the feature of each image, it is divided intoD blocks and the feature coefficientMe of each

Fig. 1 The structure of DenseNet
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Fig. 2 The flowchart of the proposed CIS scheme

block is calculated. Then, feature coefficients Me are scanned by “arithmetic scan”(step-
length set to sl) to generate the hash sequence. Next, the secret information is divided
into segments equal to the hash sequence N, and the search cover images are searched
through matching with the hash sequence. Finally, all cover images sent to the receiver
in order, such that the receiver could recover secret information by calculating received
images under the same hash algorithm. Considering that the length of the sequence may
not be a multiple of N, 0 is filled in the last segment of the partition, and the number of 0
is recorded in the last image.

3.1 Generation of hash sequence

The generation method of hash sequence is crucial to the CIS based on mapping rules,
which determined the steganography scheme’s ability to resist attacks. Figure 3 shows the
process of generating hash sequence, and the detailed steps are described as follows.

1. Firstly, we use the pre-trained DenseNet121 network to extract features of image
database, It is described as

Fic = DenseNet(Piic) (2)

where DenseNet(·) is the DenseNet extraction function, Fic, which size is 1 × 1 × w,
is the DenseNet feature of icth image Piic in image database, and w is the channel
number of global average pooling layer.

2. Then, Fic is partitioned to D blocks and the blocks Bib is obtained

Bib = {B1,B2, . . . ,BD} , 0 < ib ≤ D < w (3)

3. For each block Bib, feature coefficientMeib calculated by

Meib =
{

D
w

∑w·ib/D
w(ib−1)/D fiw, if 0 < ib ≤ D − 1

D
w

∑w
w(ib−1)/D fiw, if ib = D

, 0 < iw < w (4)

where fiw is the feature of iwth dim of Fic,Meib is the mean of each feature block Bib
in essence.
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Fig. 3 The process of generating hash sequence

4. After calculating all feature coefficients, we adopt the method called “arithmetic
scan” to scanning Me, the schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 3. For example, if the
input array is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} and step-length sl set to 3, the output should be
{1, 4, 7, 2, 5, 8, 3, 6, 9} .Therefore,Meis can be obtained with arithmetic scan order

Meis = {
Me1,Me1+sl, . . . ,Me2,Me2+sl, . . . ,MeD−sl, . . . ,MeD

}

0 < is ≤ D, 0 < sl < D
(5)

5. To obtain the hash sequence, we compare each feature coefficient Me of adjacent
block from Eq. (5), so each bit of hash sequence fic is

fic =
{
1, if Meis > Meis+1
0, otherwise

, 0 < is < D (6)

Finally, repeat the above steps until the hash sequences of all blocks in each image are
obtained.

3.2 Construction of binary tree hash index

In the field of CIS, the search for cover images is time-consuming. To improve the match-
ing speed of secret information and inspired by Ref.[34], we design a binary tree hash
index based on bitwise indexing, its structure shown in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, the height of
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Fig. 4 The structure of binary tree inverted index

the complete binary tree is tl, and each leaf node corresponds to a hash sequence group
composed of same hash sequence calculated by different images. Each leaf node contains
the hash sequence group and the file path corresponding to the cover images.
The time complexity of binary tree hash index establishment isO(n), and it is an offline

phase. During the search stage, most of the existing schemes are adopting the way of
sequential search, which time complexity is O(n). However, the time complexity of estab-
lishing the binary tree hash index is O(log2n) < O(n) , and our approach has certain
advantages in time-consuming. With the development of indexing technology, we can
build such an indexing structure in existing mature databases such as MySql.

3.3 Coverless image steganography

In the field of CIS, the essence is to match the carrier image to the secret information.
The steganography can be divided into four steps, and the whole steps are shown as in
Algorithm 1.

1. For a given secret information S needed to be hidden, we should divide it into m
segments.

m =
{

p
N , if p%N = 0
p
N + 1, otherwise

(7)

where the length of hash sequence is N and the length of secret information is p. If p
is not a multiple of N, 0 is added in the last image and the number of 0 is recorded in
added image.

2. For the image database, we need to calculate the hash sequence of all images and the
details of hash sequence are described in 3.1.

3. Building a binary tree hash index.
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4. For the secret informationMcg , the matched cover image Pccg with the same hash
sequence as follows.

Pccg = Piic, if Mcg = f (Piic) (8)

where f (Piic) represents the hash sequence of icth image in image database Pi. 0 is
filled in the last segment of the partition, and the number of 0 is recorded with the
last image.

5. Repeat step 4 until the corresponding cover images of all secret information are
obtained.

6. All cover images are sent to the receiver in order. It is important to note that to
ensure the sender and receiver use the same hash algorithm, the specific trained
model, step size sl of the arithmetic scan, and the number of feature blocks D used
should be negotiated in advance.

Algorithm 1 : Coverless Image steganography
Input: Image database Pi = {Pi1,Pi2, . . . ,Piic}, Secret information S.
Output: Cover images Pc = {

Pc1,Pc2, . . . ,Pccg
}
.

1: Link binary tree hash database
2: Get Num = getNum(Pi)
3: for ic = 1:Num
4: Extract DenseNet feature:Fic=DenseNet(Piic)
5: Divide DenseNet feature into D blocks
6: for ib = 1:D
7: For each feature block Bib, using Eq.(4) to calculate the feature coefficient

Meib
8: end
9: Using Eq.(6) to obtain the hash sequence fic according to arithmetic scan

10: Update index database: Index item→ { fic, ID }
11: end
12: Cut secret information S:M = Cut(S)
13: For cg = 1:m
14: Matching cover image forM from index database: Pccg = Piic, if Mcg = f (Piic)
15: end
16: Return the selected cover image: Pc

3.4 Extraction of secret information

After receiving all cover images in order, the receiver can successfully restore the secret
information by using same hash method to calculate hash sequence. This is a reversible
process of secret information hidden. The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 2, and the
process is as follows.

1. For the receiver cover image Pccg , we need to extract its DenseNet feature same as
Eq. (2).
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2. Dividing the feature Fcg of each cover image into D blocks, the details described as
Eq. (3).

3. Calculating the feature coefficient for each feature block B by Eq. (4).
4. According to Eqs. (5) and (6), we can generate the hash sequence of cover image Pccg .
5. Repeat steps 1–4 until all hash sequence of received cover images are obtained.

According to the number of 0 recorded in the last image, subtract the corresponding
0 from the last paragraph to get the secret information.

Algorithm 2 : Extraction of Secret information
Input: Cover images Pc = {

Pc1,Pc2, . . . ,Pccg
}
.

Output: Secret information S′.
1: for cg = 1:m
2: Extract DenseNet feature:Fcg=DenseNet(Pccg)
3: Divide DenseNet feature into D blocks
4: for ib = 1:D
5: For each feature block Bib, using Eq.(4) to calculate the feature coefficient

Meib
6: end
7: Using Eq.(6) to obtain the hash sequence fcg according to arithmetic scan
8: Connect theM: S′ += fcg
9: end

10: Return theM: S′

4 Experimental results and discussions
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method for the secret
information transmission and compare it with several state-of-the-art CIS methods. The
details of experimental environment, datasets, and settings are described as follows.
Experimental environment: Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-7800xcpu @ 3.50g hz, 64.00 gb ram,

and two NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPUs are used. Deep learning adopts the Keras
framework. All experiments are completed in MATLAB 2016a and Pycharm.
Datasets: Four widely used benchmark datasets, i.e., INRIA Holidays [35], ImageNet

[36], Caltech-101 [37], and Caltech-256 [38] are adopted for evaluation. The detailed
descriptions are as follows:

1) INRIA Holidays: It has 1491 holiday pictures and is created by Herve Jegou et al.
There is no fixed category. Five hundred images are used in our experiment.

2) ImageNet: It has 15 million images and more than 22,000 categories, and it is created
by the Stanford University Computer Vision Lab. 1120 images are used in our
experiment.

3) Caltech-101: It has 9145 images and composed of 102 object categories, and it is
created by Caltech. 1025 images are used in our experiment.

4) Caltech-256: It has 29780 images and 257 categories. Compared with Caltech-101, it
has more images and rich categories. 1048 images are used in our experiment.
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Table 1 The statistics of experiment in four datasets

Datasets Holidays ImageNet Caltech-101 Caltech-256

Datasets size 1491 150 million 9145 29780

Category - 22000 102 257

Experimental image 500 1120 1025 1048

Normalized image size 512×512 128×128 128×128 128×128

Text image 500 1120 1025 1048

Experimental setting: we compared the proposed method with various state-of-the-art
CIS methods under capacity and robustness. In the experiment of capacity, the selected
CIS methods are respectively denoted as PIX-CIS [11], HASH-CIS [14], BOF-CIS [15],
DCT-CIS [16], and DWT-CIS [17]. In the experiment of robustness, due to Ref. [15] does
not specify the generated hash algorithm, the remaining four methods are selected for
comparisons. More details of the experimental statistics of the four datasets are summa-
rized in Table 1. Before mapping into hash sequences, the image needs to be normalized
and with different resolutions may have different normalized sizes. In this paper, the nor-
malized image size of each dataset is consistent with Ref. [16, 17], and since the robustness
experiment is tested on each image, we randomly selected the tested image from the
dataset without considering to cover the value range of the message, and it does not affect
the results.

4.1 Analysis of capacity

Table 2 shows the number of images needed when the same data is hidden, and the bits
number of generated hash sequences determines the capacity of information hiding. The
length of the hash sequences is N(0 < N < D) which is determined by the number of
feature block D. It’s an obvious fact that the upper limit on N increases as D increases,
but it is worth noting that the increase in capacity is accompanied by the expansion of the
image database. The definition of Nh is:

Nh = p
N

(9)

Precisely, the capacity and robustness are mutually limiting. As can be seen from
Table 2, our capacity, which is maintained at an appropriate level and obtained by robust-
ness experiments in Section 4.2, is consistent with PIX-CIS and BOF-CIS. HASH-CIS has
the maximum capacity, but it requires at least 218 images which is not realistic. DWT-CIS
is consistent with DCT-CIS, and they both can adjust the capacity according to the situa-
tion. In fact, our method can increaseD andN adapt to realistic requirements of capacity
in a good condition.

Table 2 Steganographic capacity

Method
Nh N

1B 10B 100B 1kB

PIX-CIS 1 10 100 1024 8

HASH-CIS 2 6 46 457 18

BOF-CIS 1 10 100 1024 8

DCT-CIS 2∼9 7∼81 55∼801 548∼8193 1∼15

DWT-CIS 2∼9 7∼81 55∼801 548∼8193 1∼15

Proposed method (D=9) 1 10 100 1024 8
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To further explore the richness of sequence mapping, we define the sequence mapping
rateMr to reflect capacity of cover secret information. TheMr definition is

Mr =
∑Am

i=1 P (Ai)

2N
, 1 < Am ≤ 2N (10)

where

P (Ai) = 1
Num(Mi)

(11)

where Num(Mi) is the number of images mapping to sequenceMi in image database and
Am is the maximum number of sequence type mapped by all images.
In the experiment, we unified the scanning rule of mapping algorithm to observe the

differences between different schemes. The experimental results are shown in Table 3.
The higher the mapping rate, the smaller the number of images covering secret infor-
mation 2N . From Table 3, HASH-CIS has the highest Mr, while PIX-CIS, DCT-CIS, and
DWT-CIS have the similar Mr. However, our scheme has the lowest Mr, which means it
needs a larger image database when we want to cover the sequence. In fact, The infor-
mation segment length of the existing scheme is about N = 8, which can maintain high
robustness and be more convenient for application. This means that our method can
be used effectively even if the mapping rate is low, which is also be analyzed in the last
discussion.

4.2 Robustness comparison

In the process of transmission, the image is damaged by various contents inevitably.With-
out loss of generality, we used all selected images in the robustness experiment. The
accuracy rate is calculated as:

RC =
∑m

cg=1 g
(
Mcg′

)

m
(12)

where

g
(
M′

cg

)
=

{
1, if M′

cg = Mcg

0, otherwise
(13)

where m is the number of information segments, Mcg and M′
cg is the cgth hidden secret

information and recover secret information of cover images, respectively. In the robust-
ness experiment, to fairly compare the proposed method with the existing ones, we
calculated the recovery rate of the test images selected from each image dataset. In other
words, we default that the secret information segment m is equal to the number of test
images, which can avoid that the random deviation of robustness calculation caused
by same secret information matching different carriers because of different mapping
algorithm.

Table 3 The mapping rate (%) comparison with four CIS methods in four benchmark datasets

Datasets
Mr

PIX-CIS HASH-CIS DCT-CIS DWT-CIS Proposed method

Caltech-101 29.65 37.80 30.38 30.38 11.85

Caltech-256 34.26 43.81 36.26 36.71 14.90

ImageNet 32.20 36.36 34.95 34.95 10.82

Holidays 35.61 40.68 34.57 34.57 08.86
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4.2.1 Comparison under geometric attacks

To verify the robustness of proposedmethod, we compare it with the four state-of-the-art
CIS methods [11, 14, 16, 17]. More details are described as follows.
The existing methods have shown excellent robustness in conventional noise, but it is

also a challenge to resist geometric attacks. In this experiment, we will test the robustness
of our approach to the geometric image attacks. Figure 5 shows the attacks on the cover
images. Several kinds of geometric attacks, which are applied to the cover images, are
described below. The robustness of all the methods on Holidays, ImageNet, Caltech-101,
and Caltech-256 are reported in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9.

1. Centered cropping with ratios of 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%, respectively.
2. Edge cropping with ratios of 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%, respectively.
3. Rotation. The rotation angles are 5°, 10°, 15°, and 20°, respectively.
4. Translation. Since the image size of the databases is different, the translation

distances in Holidays database are (80, 50), (160, 100), (240,150), and (320, 200),
respectively. The translation distances in the other three databases are (16, 10), (36,
20), (40, 25), and (45,30), respectively.

From the experimental results in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9, it can be found that the over-
all extraction accuracy of proposed method is obviously higher than that of existing
CIS methods. From the respective of datasets, the overall robustness performance in
Holidays is slightly worse than other three datasets, which is opposed to performance
under non-geometric attacks will be reported in the next section. From the respective
attack ways, the performance under edge cropping decreases the most as the attack
level increases but achieve the highest extraction accuracy. Especially under edge crop-
ping with ratios of 5%, previous methods achieve extraction accuracy of 100% which
are slightly higher than proposed method. Under center cropping, rotation, and transla-
tion, the robustness performance of all methods varies very gently as the level of attack
increases, but the proposed method achieved optimal performance. Therefore, the exper-
imental results clearly show that proposedmethod has better robustness under geometric
attacks.

4.2.2 Comparison under non-geometric attacks

To fully verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we also test the robustness of the
proposed method under non-geometric attack. Figure 10 show the several typical image
attack ways and the specific parameters are described below.

1. JPEG compression with a fact of 10.

Fig. 5 The geometric attack ways on the cover image, center cropping (20%), edge cropping(20%),
Rotation(20°), and translation: (45,30)
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Fig. 6 Robustness curves on Holidays with respect to different geometric attacks: a center cropping, b edge
cropping, c rotation, and d translation

2. Gauss noise. The mean μ is 0, and the variances σ are 0.001.
3. Gaussian filtering with 3 ×3 window.
4. Scaling with ratio 3.
5. Color histogram equalization.
6. Gamma correction with 0.6.

Fig. 7 Robustness curves on ImageNet with respect to different geometric attacks: a center cropping, b
edge cropping, c rotation, and d translation
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Fig. 8 Robustness curves on Caltech-101 with respect to different geometric attacks: a center cropping, b
edge cropping, c rotation, and d translation

In the experiment, we also compare the proposed method with four existing CIS meth-
ods in four datasets. We adopt six widely used typical attack ways, i.e., JPEG compression,
Gauss noise, Gaussian filtering, scaling, color histogram equalization, and gamma cor-
rection. The comparison results are shown in Table 4. From Table 4, we can find that
the existing CIS methods perform excellent under typical image attack, which has been

Fig. 9 Robustness curves on Caltech-256 with respect to different geometric attacks: a center cropping, b
edge cropping, c rotation, and d translation
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Fig. 10 The typical non-geometric attack ways on the cover image

proved experimentally in our previous work of DWT-CIS [17]. For datasets, the overall
robustness performance in Holidays is more robustness than other three datasets, which
is opposed to performance under geometric attacks. Compared with state-of-art CIS
methods, our method only achieves optimal performance under color histogram equal-
ization and gamma correction, which implies that our method does not have absolute
advantage under non-geometric attacks. For traditional attack ways such as compression,
filtering and so on, the existing CIS methods have achieved high robustness. However,
the improvement of robust performance under geometric attacks is the most challeng-
ing task at present. Therefore, our method still has high potential research value. At the
same time, we can choose the appropriate method according to the specific situation in
the actual application process.

4.3 Analysis of robustness

4.3.1 Parameter analysis

In this section, we empirically analyze the sensitivity of D(the number of feature block)
on robustness. In the experiment, D is varied from the range of {9,13,16,20} and the used

Table 4 Robustness (%) comparison with four CIS methods in four benchmark datasets

Dataset Method Compression Gauss noise Gauss filtering Scaling C-H-E Gramma

Holidays HASH-CIS 74.00 94.80 96.20 97.40 28.20 41.00

PIX-CIS 95.40 99.80 100.00 100.00 72.80 82.80

DCT-CIS 94.80 100.00 99.80 100.00 73.00 83.00

DWT-CIS 94.38 99.73 99.91 99.91 70.98 79.55

Proposed
method

62.40 81.80 92.20 89.00 54.60 71.20

ImageNet HASH-CIS 52.77 87.23 90.18 93.04 23.84 33.84

PIX-CIS 95.27 99.64 99.91 99.82 71.07 79.73

DCT-CIS 92.77 99.82 99.91 100.00 69.91 78.75

DWT-CIS 94.29 99.64 99.91 99.91 70.89 79.29

Proposed
method

49.20 89.38 89.11 96.70 69.11 84.29

Caltech-101 HASH-CIS 55.41 89.27 89.76 92.00 27.12 42.15

PIX-CIS 94.63 97.66 99.51 99.61 66.54 66.54

DCT-CIS 94.54 98.05 100.00 99.90 67.02 80.88

DWT-CIS 95.61 99.51 99.90 100.00 67.80 79.12

Proposed
method

80.59 92.10 95.32 99.12 81.27 89.85

Caltech-256 HASH-CIS 52.10 87.98 88.55 93.80 19.94 41.70

PIX-CIS 93.03 93.32 99.33 99.62 64.41 82.06

DCT-CIS 91.60 94.08 99.71 99.81 64.50 82.54

DWT-CIS 94.37 95.42 99.90 100.00 66.79 82.92

Proposed
method

73.57 87.12 93.89 98.57 75.19 87.98
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datasets is Caltech-101. Attack ways and the specific parameters and experiment results
are shown in Table 5. From Table 5, we see that with the increase of D, the robustness
has an obviously downward trend. Theoretically, the larger D is, the lower the dimension
of feature block is and the lower the anti-attack stability is. Therefore, the experimen-
tal results are in line with the theoretical analysis. However, we learn that robustness
increases rather than decreases fromD=16 to 20. In other words,D has a critical value and
it is in the range of 16, which indicate that D is not completely inversely related to robust-
ness. Finally, the results demonstrate that D=9 is best for our method to obtain superior
performance.

4.3.2 CNNmodel analysis

To explore the effect of different CNNmodel on robustness, four CNNmodel, i.e., Incep-
tionResNetV2, ResNet50, InceptionV3, and DenseNet121 are adopted for evaluation.
We select (D=9, N=8) and Caltech-101 for this experiment and report the performance
results with varying CNNmodel, which all used ImageNet for pre-training. Form Table 6,
we observe that DenseNet12 achieve optimal performance and InceptionResNetV2main-
tains comparable performance with InceptionV3, ResNet50 obtain the worst robustness.
Although these models are suitable for image classification, the performance of classifi-
cation remains consistent with robustness in the CIS. These results demonstrate that a
good classified CNN model can improve the robustness in CIS.

4.4 Analysis of safety

In the field of traditional steganography, the secret information is embedded in the
cover image. Therefore, the modifications in cover image can be detected by steganog-
raphy analysis tools. The advantage of CIS is that it use natural unmodified image as
carriers. In this paper, our method establishes the mapping rules by DenseNet features
between secret information and cover images, and it mainly converts information hiding
into searching cover images, which can effectively resist the detection of steganographic
analysis tools.

4.5 Discussion

All the aforementioned experiments have validated the effectiveness of the proposed
method. In this section, we will further discuss some problems encountered during the

Table 5 Robustness(%) with respect to the different number of feature block in Caltech-101

Attack Parameter (D=9, N=8) (D=13,N=8) (D=16, N=8) (D=20, N=8)

Compression Q(10) 80.59 54.93 45.66 46.15

Gauss Noise σ(0.001) 92.10 76.29 66.24 63.12

Gauss filtering (3 × 3) 95.32 83.41 81.27 76.78

Scaling 3 99.12 97.66 96.20 96.88

C-H-E – 81.27 49.95 36.68 38.63

Gramma 0.6 89.85 70.93 52.00 63.32

Centered cropping 20% 72.88 47.71 32.88 39.51

Edge cropping 20% 76.98 60.49 35.51 36.10

Rotation 20° 71.02 20.59 17.66 19.90

Translation (45,30) 75.02 56.39 38.34 39.71
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Table 6 Robustness(%) with respect to the different CNN model in Caltech-101

Attack Parameter InceptionResNetV2 ResNet50 InceptionV3 DenseNet121

Compression Q(10) 32.10 27.80 34.44 80.59

Gauss noise σ(0.001) 57.17 47.32 55.90 92.10

Gauss filtering (3 × 3) 71.41 62.83 67.02 95.32

Scaling 3 95.02 93.85 91.61 99.12

C-H-E – 29.37 21.56 32.88 81.27

Gramma 0.6 55.61 48.10 53.27 89.85

Centered cropping 20% 5.56 15.90 15.71 72.88

Edge cropping 20% 41.95 23.90 39.41 76.98

Rotation 20° 12.10 6.24 16.78 71.02

Translation (45,30) 23.61 21.66 24.59 75.02

experiment and give analysis and suggestions. It is mainly divided into the following two
parts.
(1) In the field of CIS, in addition to analyzing the steganographic capacity which is

an ideal value, we also need to consider the number of images corresponding to a hash
sequence—that is, the number of repeated hash sequences. The repetition of the hash
sequence is necessary to provide more cover images for the same secret information seg-
ment. However, too many repeated hash sequences can lead to secret information that
may not be fully expressed, which can happen with smaller image databases. Therefore,
how to balance the relationship between the two is also a factor we should consider
when applying to specific application. In our experiment, the number of repeated hash
sequences is corresponding to the basis of the mapping algorithm and the scanning rule.
Compared to the existing CIS method, our approach is more sensitive in this regard. The
purpose of this article, of course, is to focus on methodological heuristics. At the same
time, increasing the number of image database should be a good solution.
(2) In the above experiment, we verified that the classification ability of a CNN net-

work is positively correlated with the steganographic ability of CIS method. However, we
have not considered what the result of the overfitting network will be. In our experiment,
the pre-trained network models are all trained through the ImageNet dataset (15 million
images) while robustness experiments usually test about 1000 images. In fact, we also
fine-tuned the network during the experiment with the test images. After only one or two
rounds of training, the classification accuracy reached 100%. However, the robustness of
testing in the field of CIS is very poor. Although we have also done the data augmenta-
tion which added to the noise image together as the training set, the effect is still poor.
Obviously, this kind of overfitting network does not apply to the above experimental
conclusions. In theory, if we do data augmentation on ImageNet, the robustness should
improve. However, it is difficult to experiment with such calculation cost.

5 Conclusion
This work focuses on the challenging problem of CIS. We propose a novel CIS scheme
and choose pre-train CNN model to extract high-level semantic information of image
database, thenmap it to a robust hash sequence. The stability of CNN feature against geo-
metric attacks can improve the robustness of steganography. During the whole process,
the cover images have not been modified so that this scheme can resist the detection of
steganalysis. Compared to the existing CIS methods, this proposed method has higher
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efficiency. Extensive experiments demonstrate that this method achieves satisfactory
extraction accuracy under geometric attacks than the state-of-the-art CIS methods. In
the future work, we will try to optimize the scheme and enhance the robustness against
non-geometric attacks.
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